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Let A Thousand Flowers Bloom, Mei Xian Qiu

Some Day I'll Fly Away, Christy Lee Rogers

Snap! Is Back

Untitled Chateau, Jim Kazanjian
Roddies Rock, Vicki DaSilva

The 4th Annual Snap! photography
festival focuses on movement,
light and a call to action.
entral Florida’s largest photography festival is back.
Snap! Orlando will take place May 2 to 5 in various
venues throughout downtown Orlando and will include
exhibitions, guest speakers, workshops, competitions,
community programs and more. This year’s theme is
“Motion to Light,” which explores those terms literally and
as a message of hope and call for activism. Works by more
than 25 international photographers will be showcased,
including Vicki DaSilva, a pioneer of “light painting.”
Other invited artists include Jill Greenberg, Steffi Jung and
Christy Lee Rogers.
Snap! kicks off on May 2 with a show of Florida photographers, in conjunction with Orlando Museum of Art’s
1st Thursdays event. Opening Night is May 3, when a
reception featuring some of the headlining artists will be
held in Snap!’s 15,000-square-foot warehouse venue. A
variety of lectures, workshops, special events and family
activities are planned for May 4 to 5.

Lisa Kristine
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There’s also a special component this year to honor a
little girl who is making a big difference. On May 5, 2012,
eight-year-old Vivienne Harr saw a picture by photographer Lisa Kristine of two child slaves. She was so affected
by it that she decided to make and sell lemonade to end
child slavery. Profits from her organic, fair-trade Make a
Stand! Lemon-aid go to organizations that fight child slavery. For Snap! founder Patrick Kahn, this illustrates the
power of photography and the action it can inspire. As
Harr marks the first year anniversary of her mission, Snap!
will support her by placing “Lemon-aid” stands in downtown Orlando and by inviting her and her family, as well
as Kristine, to Orlando to celebrate Harr’s milestone. For
more information, visit makeastandlemonade.com.
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Time of War, Olivier Valsecchi

Perpetual Peace, Aurora Crowley

